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God takes persecution of His children seriously. Many Bible readers
interpret this passage to include all believers who suffered persecution. I
am not one of them. I believe these martyrs are the 144,000 pure bloodline
Jews who became indwelt by Christ during the Tribulation. Each of these
believers will be killed under the most horrid forms of persecution of all
history. They will most likely be slaughtered for their faith under the worst
conditions – through the period of Satan’s most relentless acts of revenge,
the Great Tribulation.

THE SEVENTY WEEKS
THE PURE BLOODLINE JEWS

All outspoken believers suffer persecution in one form or another. These
souls are a special breed of Jews. So much so that each will have a DNA that
connects them to the twelve tribes of Israel. After the Rapture, God will shift
His focus to Israel. Before the Rapture, His focus was on the age of Grace or
what the Old Testament calls the age of the Gentiles, which has been in play
since Daniel’s vision. After the Rapture, the age of Grace is closed, completed.
This shift is for God to surface the remaining bloodline Jews who are
authentic tribal descendants of the twelve tribes.

REVIEWING OUR
SCRIPTURES
STUDY
CHAPTER NINE

KEY VERSES
9:24-26

"Seventy weeks have been decreed for your people
and your holy city, to finish the transgression, to make
an end of sin, to make atonement for iniquity, to bring
in everlasting righteousness, to seal up vision and
prophecy and to anoint the most holy place. So you are
to know and discern that from the issuing of a decree
to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until Messiah the
Prince there will be seven weeks and sixty-two weeks;
it will be built again, with plaza and moat, even in
times of distress. Then after the sixty-two weeks the
Messiah will be cut off and have nothing, and the
people of the prince who is to come will destroy the
city and the sanctuary. And its end will come with a
flood; even to the end there will be war; desolations
are determined.”

MARTYRDOM WILL BE A

DAILY OCCURRENCE
When the Tribulation begins, so will
martyrdom. When the Antichrist runs
across any who defy his leadership, death
by torture will result. While his first three
and a half years will be advertised as
“peace,” it will be a fake peace. The
madness method is simple. If any
resistors surface to the “kind” of peace
presented by the Antichrist, a hidden
motive of death by disbelief will ensue.

DANIEL | THE TALE OF FOUR KINGS

DANIEL LED TO PRAY

Daniel speaks about the “Seventy Weeks” of prophecy. His prophecy
speaks of a total of 490 years since each week represents seven years.
As per God’s norm, everything is done in a seven-year cycle. The first 69
weeks began when Nehemiah was called to rebuild Jerusalem and
ended when Jesus entered Jerusalem and presented Himself as the
Messiah for the Jewish people.

1. The first Six Seals are opened – conqueror,
no peace, famine, pestilence, martyrs,
great earthquake, and sun blacken. (Rev.
6-8)
2. Four angels, four corners of the earth, four
winds released upon the earth (Rev. 7:1)
3. The 144,000 Jews are persecuted and
redeemed (Rev. 7:5-8)
4. The Seven Trumpets sound – hail fire &
blood, mountains into the sea, stars fall,
third of the sun/moon/stars darkened,
demon locust from the Abyss, demonic
riders from the Euphrates, and earthly
kingdoms become the Kingdom of Jesus.
(Rev. 8-11)
5. The Seven Thunders sound – judgment is
coming. (Rev. 10:3-4)
6. The two witnesses/prophets arrive (Rev.
11:1-14)

7. In three and a half days – two prophets die and
publicly are resurrected (Rev. 11:7-14)
8. The mark of the Beast, six-six-six (Rev. 13:11-18)
9. The Three Angels – come from Heaven to make
a final announcement (Rev. 14:6-12)
10. The Seven Bowls of judgment – sores, sea to
blood, freshwater turned to blood, scorched by
the sun, darkness, and pain, Euphrates dries up,
and the great earthquake with one-hundredpound hailstones. (Rev. 16)
11. Seven heads, seven mountains, and seven kings
destroyed – Rome, the six fallen Roman
emperors, AND the Antichrist. (Rev. 17:7,9)
12. The Seven Visions – Heaven opens, great supper
of God, beast, and kings ready for war, the
thousand-year millennium of Christ, judgment
and Satan’s doom, the judgment of the dead,
and vision of new Heaven and earth.
(Rev. 19:11-22:5)

In The Middle Of The
SEVENTIETH WEEK
However, his main focus is
to deceive Israel into
placing their Holyland
under the rule of the
Antichrist. In the middle of
this week/seven-year reign,
Israel catches on to his
manipulative ways and
ends the agreement, thus,
instigating mayhem in
Israel.

IN CONCLUSION

Daniel’s prophecies remind us of God’s
faithfulness to warn the believers and the
urgency of sharing the Gospel with
others before the seventieth-week kicks
in. Sad to say, most modern Christians
will do a “blow-by” regarding this
mission. Since statistics reveal that most
Bible readers avoid studying the
prophecies, many will be caught off
guard, minimally confessing their selfish
interests in protecting number one.

COMING UP NEXT
#26 THE TERRIFYING VISION
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In the next episode, we will continue our journey in chapter ten and
the two following chapters. Yes, we have another of Daniel’s
remarkable visions. It is both the last and the longest recorded,
occupying, as it does, nearly three whole chapters of the book –
significantly revealing the terror of a man that is yet to come.
However, Daniel begins his description of Jesus, and it matches the
image of Christ given to us in Revelation. We will also begin to unfold
the kings from the north and south and the time of the end.
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• First is the loss of rewards. All ministry done by the power of the flesh and for the glory of the
individual self will be carefully examined. For those things, there will be no rewards (Matt. 6:1-5).
• Next, the reception of rewards. This moment is not negative. The New Testament states five
rewards – the Victor’s Crown (1 Cor. 9:25-27), the Crown of Rejoicing (1 Thess. 2:19), the Crown
of Righteousness (2 Tim. 4:8), the Crown of Life (James 1:12), and the Crown of Glory (1 Peter
5:1-4). These rewards are NOT based on performance but rather on loyalty and love responses.
Furthermore, the crowns awarded will not stay in possession of those who received them.
According to Revelation 4, the recipients in the act of worship will lay them at the feet of Jesus.

